The Importance of English Language

I personally think that English is the world's most important language. Why do I say that? Firstly, English is an international language. It is spoken by many people all over the world, either as a first or second language.

Secondly, English is also the key which opens doors to scientific and technical knowledge, which is needed for the economic and politic development of many countries in the world.

Thirdly, English is a top requirement of those seeking jobs. Applicants who master English are more favorable than those who don't.

From the facts above, it is obvious that every student should learn English to greet the global era.
Being Fat is A Serious Problem

Do you know that if you are too fat, you may have serious problems with your health? A group of doctors wrote a report about some of the effects of too much fat.

One important effect is on the heart. If you are fat, your heart has to work harder. This may lead to a heart attack, or it may lead to other heart problems. Extra fat can change the amount of sugar in your blood. This can cause serious diseases, such as diabetes. High blood pressure is another possible result of being fat.

More studies are needed about all these problems. But one thing is clear: extra fat can make your life shorter.
A. The Communicative purpose

Mempengaruhi pembaca untuk memberikan perhatian terhadap suatu masalah tertentu dengan mengajukan argumen.

(to persuade the readers to be concerned with one case)
I think that English is the world's most important language. First, English is an international language. Second, it is also the key which opens doors to scientific and technical knowledge. Third, English is a top requirement of those seeking jobs. It is obvious that every student should learn English.
Paraphrase

English is the world's most important language. First, it is an international language. Second, it is the key of the scientific knowledge which is needed in all sectors of the country’s development. Third, it is a top requirement for job seeker who has good English. Therefore, English should be learned.
Being Fat is A Serious Problem

Do you know that if you are too fat, you may have serious problems with your health? A group of doctors wrote a report about some of the effects of too much fat.

One important effect is on the heart. If you are fat, your heart has to work harder. This may lead to a heart attack, or it may lead to other heart problems. Extra fat can change the amount of sugar in your blood.. This can cause serious diseases, such as diabetes. High blood pressure is another possible result of being fat.

More studies are needed about all these problems. But one thing is clear: extra fat can make your life shorter.
Summary

Being Fat is A Serious Problem. If you are fat, you can have heart attack. It can change the amount of sugar in your blood. You can also have high blood pressure. It can also make your life shorter.
The obesity is a disease in our body. If you are overweight, you may experience heart attack. Excess blood sugar in the body of obese people will be at greater risk of obesity. One causes of high blood pressure is obesity so that your health can also be at risk/ it can endanger your health.
B. The Generic Structure

1. Thesis  (pernyataan pendapat)
2. Arguments  (pendapat dan uraian)
3. Reiteration  (penguatan pernyataan)